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Abstract: Building information modelling promises model-based collaboration between stakeholders
in the project design stage. However, data exchange between physical and analytical building
models used for architectural design and structural analysis respectively rarely takes place due to
numerous differences in building element representation, especially the representation of geometry.
This paper presents the realization of a novel data exchange framework between architectural design
and structural analysis building models, based on open interpretations on central storage. The
exchange is achieved with a new system architecture, where the program redDim was developed
to perform the interpretations, including the most challenging transformations of geometry. We
deliver a proof of concept for the novel framework with a prototype building model and verify
it on two further building models. Results show that structural-analysis models can be correctly
automatically created by reducing dimensionality and reconnecting building elements. The proposed
data exchange provides a base for missing standardization of interpretations, which facilitates the
non-proprietary automated conversion between physical and analytical models. This research fills
the gap in the existing model-based communication that could lead to a seamless data exchange.

Keywords: BIM; data exchange; structural analysis; physical model; analytical model; geometry in-
terpretation

1. Introduction

The construction industry, as one of the least digitized, aims to increase productivity by
implementing building information modeling (BIM) and achieving digital collaboration [1].
An obstacle still present in achieving a seamless data exchange for digital collaboration is
the lack of software interoperability [2]. The interoperability concept needs to be expanded
beyond information systems towards business processes, employees and culture, and the
management of external relationships [2]. The computer integrated construction needs to
be directed towards the process-oriented systems to achieve a natural level with human
elements that are found in the day-to-day businesses [3].

Attempts to improve data exchange and software interoperability have yielded
domain-specific success, whereby for architectural design and structural analysis it has
been limited. This exchange is still characterized by sharing of drawings, documents with
bad interoperability and redundant work [4]. The existing solutions are not able to support
the human element and to reliably support the data exchange process [5]. Therefore, this
research aims to improve the current data exchange frameworks between architectural
design and structural analysis models by overcoming the existing obstacles.

In the previous research, the need to focus on domain-specific data models instead
of integrated building models, and the interpretations between them for improving soft-
ware interoperability and eventually automating data exchange, was identified [6]. The
need for multiple models, especially multiple geometries, has been recognized by other
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researchers [7,8]. As interpretations or transformations of building models, we understand
the methods that edit geometrical and non-geometrical data available in one domain-
specific representation according to the representation requirements of another domain.
Based on our novel data exchange framework, supporting multiple open domain-specific
data models and interpretations between them [9], we follow with the implementation
of this data exchange approach in the presented research. The emphasis of our novel
approach is on non-proprietary or open interpretations, realized as transparent to end
users, which can be edited or extended for heterogeneous practices typically found in the
AEC industries.

Structural engineers cannot rely on completely automated processes unless they are
transparent or comprehensible (“black-box scenario”) [10]; as they carry the responsibility
for the calculation and require a completely reliable model as a starting point. Therefore,
a framework needs to support open interpretation rules, which could be tailored for
additional workflows and practices. Hence, the research question we aim to answer is:
How to define and realize open interpretations for the transfer of architectural design to
structural analysis building models?

For this purpose we propose, implement and verify a novel data exchange concept
supporting domain-specific interpretations on an open central data storage. Due to the lack
of documented cooperative knowledge of structural engineers and architects, in this paper
we are mapping several common rules for generating an analytical model from a physical
model. The novel concept shows potentials in overcoming current misinterpretations
in data exchange practices, in particular the geometrical interpretations that pose the
main challenge, by reducing numerous software-tool-specific processes to a single central
interpretation process. In this way, communication with the proprietary tools is simplified
to the information mapping.

This paper is structured as follows: literature review is provided in Section 2; Research
design is briefly described in Section 3; Section 4 will present the data exchange framework,
followed by a proof of concept for a prototypic model in Section 5; Verification of the
proposed approach through implementation on additional two models generated by a
different modeler will be presented in Section 6; In Section 7, the results of the research will
be discussed, and the work will be concluded with Section 8.

2. Literature Review

Data exchange between architectural design and structural analysis models has been
researched from different aspects, mainly as part of research in BIM domain. Since this
paper deals with the implementation of the novel framework, the following two subsections
review first concepts and challenges of a model-based exchange between the domains in
question, followed by the review of technologies that were considered for the novel system
architecture.

2.1. Data Exchange Concepts and Challenges

Data exchange implies restructuring and translating data in a source schema in one
application to a target schema in another application [11]. The level of achievement
of a seamless data exchange varies between professional domains. Interoperability is
“the ability of two or more systems or components to exchange information and to use
the information that has been exchanged” [2]. Numerous software tools belonging to
different professional domains have also differing internal structures, which hinders the
full interoperability across software tools [12]. However, the stakeholders belonging to
various domains still aim to exchange information of interest. One of the greatest challenges
is the transfer of a building model between architectural design and structural analysis [13].
The experts exchanging information of interest need to have mutual understanding of each
other’s domains in order to facilitate the communication [14]. The collaboration during
the developed design stage (i.e., Einreichsplan in Austria) is particularly interesting, since
both the architectural design plans and structural analysis are required for the building
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permit [15]. Software tools in both domains allow for the use of building models; however,
the model-based data exchange is still burdened with problems [6].

Levels of interoperability are described as technical, information and organizational,
dealing with signals, data and processes, respectively [16]. Technical interoperability is
secure data transfer, information interoperability deals with data processing and organi-
zational interoperability with alignment of processes and workflows. While information
interoperability has been achieved, with some issues remaining, organizational inter-
operability still lacks clear conceptualization. The distinction between geometrical and
non-geometrical information is required for data interpretation [16]. Complex manipula-
tion of geometrical information are rarely introduced in frameworks proposed to improve
interoperability in the AEC industry, whereby the research focus remains on restructuring
geometries by splitting, unifying, excluding or including them [7,17]. These methods
do not suffice for achieving interoperability between architectural design and structural
analysis models. Interpretations between these models are not pure information interoper-
ability, they depend on the processes and workflows, and bend towards the organizational
interoperability.

As in [18], models used for architectural design are referred to as physical (or archi-
tectural [19], or BIM models [20]), while the structural analysis models are analytical (or
structural [19]). Representations of building elements have significant differences, espe-
cially regarding the geometry representation. While physical models aim to render the
elements similarly to their real-world 3d shape, analytical models tend to simplify the ge-
ometries and reduce dimensionality of building elements to points, lines and surfaces. We
identified the need to further explore these geometry interpretations in order to improve the
interoperability itself. The interpretations (or transformations [20]) have been performed
mostly intuitively based on the experience of structural engineers [13], and are therefore
based on implicit knowledge, which is difficult to codify. The interpretations represent the
process of defining analytical models based on information available in physical models.

The overview of considered literature investigating model interpretations is provided
in Table 1, where different approaches towards requirements, interpretations and exchange
formats are visible. The creation of structural analysis model is described as information
extraction [19] or fixing (e.g., node adjustment in [20]), without considering the intuitive
decision making in the workflows. The previous findings have shown that missing inter-
pretation procedures are the main obstacle in achieving a seamless exchange [6]. Thorough
documentation of the interpretations can be found in [20], giving a list of required inter-
pretations for a transformation of an industry foundation classes (IFC) physical model
to an IFC analytical model. They emphasize the importance of interpretations, however
it is limited to swept-solid geometry defined with the IFC standard (naming physical
and analytical representations as swept-solid and topological respectively). In order to
further edit the interpretation methods for IFC geometry definitions and contribute to the
framework, expert IFC knowledge is required. Authors may focus on developing new
data exchange frameworks between architectural design and structural analysis [19,21,22].
Although geometry interpretations are an unavoidable part of each framework, they are
not described in detail, serve the examined case studies, but cannot be validated for the
general use or other business processes. The existing intuitive interpretation practices are
not documented, nor related to the proposed interpretation methods. The interpretations
serve for an “end-to-end” model transformation automation without allowing a detailed
insight to end users. The interpretation rules are highly dependent on the geometry of
building elements, but that aspect is either vaguely described or missing in the litera-
ture. As the reviewed research does not focus on the interpretations, corresponding data
exchange solutions do not consider editing or creating new interpretations. Due to the het-
erogeneity of software tools and interpretation practices, such proposals have limited use
on the market, similarly as proprietary data exchange solutions. Therefore, we implement
open interpretations to data exchange between architectural design and structural analysis
models.
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Table 1. Literature describing the interpretations.

Structural Requirements
and Interpretations Exchange Format

[23]
Geometry: beam and column; section
properties; geometry interpretation;

joints redefining based on connectivity

IFC can be exchanged on the server
(XML-based) with Java3d graphical

representation

[24]
Geometry: beam, column, slab, wall;

section; material; filtering, no
interpretation of geometry

IFC export converted to unified finite
element model (XML-based), placed on
server and imported to structural tools

[10]
Geometry and the associated attributes:
no further details about requirements

and interpretations

Basic CDF application (VB.Net)
bidirectionally communicates between

parametric design and structural analysis
tool through proprietary file-format

[21]

Geometry: wall, slab, beam, column,
brace; material; thickness; section; node

modification; filtering based on
geometry and material

IFC and other file formats can be
exchanged and edited through unified

information model on server (JSON-based)
which uses OpenGL and WebGL for

graphical representation

[25] Interpretations of non-geometrical
information and filtering

Multiple domain-specific SketchUp models
communicating through central storage

(XML-based with X3D and XPath)

[22]
Geometry: beam, column, wall, slab,
opening; section property; material;

node modification

Revit directly connected with YJK software
tool, which further communicates with

structural analysis tools

[19]
Geometry: beam, column, wall, slab;

section profile; material; data extraction,
no interpretation of geometry

IFC export converted to unified finite
element model (XML-based) on

IFC-structure model server and imported
to structural tools

[20,26]

Geometry: beam, column, member,
slab, wall; material; reducing

dimensionality; material properties
editing; connectivity adjustment

IFC physical to IFC analytical model with
the help interpretation platform in C++

[27]

Geometry: wall, columns, openings,
floors, roofs, stairs; material; material

interpretation; geometry simplification
mentioned, not explained in detail

IFC export is extended with additional
material information for structural analysis

[28]
Geometry: plates, beams, columns,

slabs; geometry discretization without
reducing dimensionality

IFC with ACIS geometry kernel; no import
to FEM tools

[29]
Geometry: beam, column, wall, slab;

material; section properties; joints;
reducing dimensionality

Web-based platform which bidirectionally
interacts with several proprietary formats

through unified information model
(IFC-based)

Data exchange between architectural design and structural analysis is reported as the
one with the lowest value/ratio and highest frequency [20,30]. This can be assigned to three
problems: (i) the structural engineers work with established standards and recommenda-
tions which are not suitable for automatic data exchange as such; (ii) academic proposals of
data exchange solutions are project- or software-tool-specific and vaguely integrate existing
data exchange rules, making them unreliable for engineers as they are held responsible for
their calculations; (iii) software industry does not manage to answer the heterogeneity of
workflows and provides software-tool-specific solutions whose usefulness and usability
depend on specific combinations of software applications. Regarding problem (i), in the
previous work [9] the existing standards are investigated and included in the new data
exchange framework. Rules with digitalization potential found in standards are mainly
suitable for the validation step, before the interpretations take place, whereby the rules
suitable for interpretation of geometry are rarely found. In the new framework, the issue
(ii) is addressed by a detailed description of interpretation methods and their implemen-
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tation as open methods. With such approach structural engineers have insight into the
background processes and can edit them if necessary for their needs. The problem (iii) is
in the novel data exchange framework resolved with non-proprietary interpretations that
can be accessed and edited. Temporary organizations responsible for delivering a building
project are generally not assembled based on the software tools utilized in domain-specific
enterprises. Proprietary data exchange solutions do not deliver a satisfying performance
in numerous possible combinations in the industry characterized by SMEs. However,
enterprises encompassing multiple domains can adopt software tools based on their in-
teroperability, but the problem of non-transparent model interpretations remains, and is
often overcome by mastering the behavior of the software tools and adapting to adequate
workarounds.

2.2. Data Exchange Technologies

Data exchange processes between architectural design and structural analysis have
been document- (or file-) based until now. This document-based approach is digitalized
with the data-exchange platforms where the advantages of a data-centric approach have
still not been fully exploited [31]. The implementation of databases and a data-centric
exchange of information provide a possibility to perform synchronous analysis, knowledge
representation and large-scale data management. A set of international standards ISO
19650 deals with the organization and digitization of information about buildings and civil
engineering works and recommends a common data environment (CDE) for data transfer
throughout the whole life cycle of buildings. Part two [32], which describes delivery phase
of the assets, is of particular importance for this research. For a successful collaboration via
a data-centric CDE, an information delivery planning and responsibility matrix is required
along with a higher level of standardized processes. However, the standard [32] does
not describe the processes on the scale of specific geometries and building elements, as
needed for the exchange between the architectural design and structural analysis. The
presented research aims to further build on the recommended framework for information
management systems with the processes required for this particular data exchange. The
data-centric approach is also seen as a way to distance the data from proprietary solutions.
Because of the high data fragmentation in the AEC industry, flexible data integration
and sharing is required [4]. The NoSQL (not only SQL) databases have been recognized
as a possible solution for the heterogeneous data originating from various proprietary
solution [4,33]. The NoSQL database provides scalability, flexibility and performance
compared to a relational database. In our work, we use a MongoDB semi-structured
database to provide a data-centric open exchange.

Semi-structured schemas are not strict and evolve with time, which is suitable for
the AEC industry. Popular serialization formats for a semi-structured schema are JSON
(JavaScript Object Notation) and XML (Extensible Markup Language) [34]. Advantages of
using the JSON format for being lightweight and human-readable are recognized and it is
utilized for data management frameworks in the oil and gas engineering sector [35]. This
framework is realized with MongoDB, and certain advantages compared to other JSON
databases such as multiple indexing and SQL-similar query language are recognized. IFC
building models may be serialized as JSON, and the resulting ifcJSON format arguably
shows advantages towards the existing ifcXML serialization [36]. In our work, the JSON
format will be used to support a web-based data-centric framework.

A popular approach when it comes to dealing with semantical differences between
different applications is the use of ontologies [34]. The ontologies are omitted in this
work due to the lack of necessary access control, especially needed in a decentralized
collaboration environment [37]. This deficit is currently the subject of improvement efforts
and could increase the implementation potential of ontologies in the future. The focus
of the works investigating ontologies in the AEC industry has been primarily set on non-
geometrical information, while the most complex parts in the data exchange in question are
geometrical interpretations. The geometry description of building elements with ontologies
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is a recent work [38]. Therefore, we focus on the solutions which offer access control and
settled structures for describing geometry.

Discrepancy between life spans of long-lasting products such are buildings and soft-
ware tools used for their creation should not be reflected on digital product representations
which are needed during the whole product life cycle. X3DOM technology can be used to
represent geometry in web browsers and help with the plant layout design process [39].
They use a dynamic representation to store geometry information by recording the mod-
elling history. Geometry kernels such as 3d ACIS Modeler (ACIS) have already been used to
overcome the differences between architectural design and structural analysis [28,40] and
to manage complex geometric interpretation. An additional geometry kernel can be used to
generate meshes for finite element modelling, with the focus on boundary-representation
(BRep) models [41]. A geometry kernel is useful to store and manipulate the geometrical
information for complex geometry methods, therefore the serialization used in our work
will not correspond entirely to the existing IFC standard. We chose Open Cascade Library
(OC) as the free and open source geometry kernel for the storage and editing of geometric
information.

3. Research Design

The presented paper describes the implementation of the novel framework for data
exchange supporting open interpretations, including the proof of concept and verification.
The main aim of the paper is to facilitate interpretations or transformations of building
models independent of proprietary tools used for architectural design or structural analysis;
which are not realized as editable, open or extendable in practice, nor any of the existing
structural software packages. Table 2 gives a brief overview of the research design. The
conceptual framework is thoroughly described in [9]. The current work describes the
details of the framework implementation, and tests its applicability in practice.

Table 2. Research design.

Framework
concept

Data exchange concept based on domain-specific classification,
non-proprietary interpretations between domains and automation of

central storage and proprietary solutions [9]
Implementation of the framework with detailed explanation of system

architecture (Section 4)

Implementation:
Proof of concept

Development of algorithms describing individual open interpretations for
building elements and belonging geometries found in a single prototype

model (Section 5)

Verification
Testing of interpretations developed with the protype model with two
additional models and identifying required modifications needed to

support new models (Section 6)

Each research step is built around open interpretations, with the aim to identify,
implement and verify interpretation methods. The system architecture which is developed
for the novel framework is explained in Section 4. Interpretations are developed with
the proof of concept, and their usefulness and usability are verified with two further
verification models. Open interpretation methods and their realization is a research gap
which we bridge with this paper.

4. Novel Data Exchange Framework

A novel theoretical framework and the corresponding system architecture, which
incorporate interpretation rules in an open data exchange, were developed in the previous
work [9]. Hence, a brief description of the framework as a base for further development will
be presented, followed by a detailed description of the corresponding system architecture.
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4.1. Concept

The proposed theoretical framework for interdisciplinary data exchange is based on
three parts: (i) classification, (ii) interpretation and (iii) automation. The classification
part defines the terminology and domain-specific requirements. Semantical and geomet-
rical properties of building elements are clearly distinguished within the classification
system [42] as they undergo different interpretations. The interpretation part defines the
relations between domain-specific classification systems, including the semantical and
geometrical interpretations. The interpretations support the transition from one to another
domain-specific classification system and corresponding data. This process can be fully
or partially automated. The classification and interpretation parts take place in central
storage and are not dependent on proprietary software tools. Finally, the automation
part implies automatic communication between the domain-specific models on the cen-
tral database with the proprietary models and software tools. The concept of the new
framework can be compared to the IFC-based data exchange with, however, several key
differences: classification is developed as domain-specific and interpretations take place
between multiple centrally-stored domain-specific models, while the popular IFC sub-
schemas called model view definitions (MVD) and IFC involve multiple domains, and
the interdisciplinary interpretations are not formalized. Proprietary domain-specific tools
in our concept communicate with the domain-specific models. The idea is similar to the
MVDs which have not been developed as domain-specific and the interpretations between
them have not been considered [6]. An additional difference is that the data exchange is
not file-based. Figure 1 depicts different parts within the framework.
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Figure 1. Framework schema (from [9]).

4.2. System Architecture

A digital system comprising software tools, schemas and geometry kernels is devel-
oped to support the above presented framework. The system architecture incorporates
all three parts: classification, interpretation and automation, and in that order it will be
described.

Models can be connected in asynchronous or static and synchronous or dynamic way.
Synchronous connection means that a storage (containing a model) or a software tool can be
subscribed to another storage or tool and the changes made in the native tool or storage are
recognized and updated in the receiving one. On the other hand, asynchronous connection
does not allow automatic information updates, and the exchange process must be repeated
in order to display the changes. In the described system, synchronous connection represents
a connection via an API (application programming interface), while file-based exchange
is considered asynchronous. A non-proprietary IFC building model is a starting point in
the data exchange framework. A corresponding flexible system architecture can be used
with all software tools supporting export to IFC (Figure 2a). However, it does not provide
a synchronous connection between the native model in Revit or architectural model in IFC
and the central storage, and some data losses and inconsistencies take place during the
export from native to IFC models.
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Figure 2. Building models within the (a) implemented and (b) optimal system architectures.

An optimized, software-specific system architecture with synchronous connection
between Revit and a central model can provide fully synchronous exchange (Figure 2b).
The system architecture where Revit is directly coupled with the central storage uses
Revit API. This work considers one-directional exchange. With the use of APIs and fully
synchronous connection, it is possible to extend the exchange to both directions, which is
a future work, and requires the investigation of interpretations in the other direction. In
order to leave the option of using other architectural tools than Revit open, a suboptimal
flexible exchange with IFC is implemented at this stage of the research.

4.2.1. Classification

Classification defines an underlying structure of building models, in this case archi-
tectural and structural building models. We opted for MongoDB and JSON, deeming
it appropriate for the heterogeneous building models. MongoDB uses documents and
groups them in various collections. A data-exchange workflow would benefit from the
clear distinction between geometrical and semantic data [42]; therefore, these two types of
data are treated separately within the JSON document. The main shared characteristics are
that they describe the same building element and both are defined with the JSON format.
An example of a building element is presented in Figure 3.
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1. Semantic information

Information necessary for a data exchange between physical and analytical models,
besides geometric information, is information about the element ID, type, load-bearing
property, cross section for linear elements and material. This amount of information is
sufficient to properly define a model in a structural analysis software tool. Mandatory
properties for each data exchange are element type, ID and geometry, and specific for
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the exchange to structural analysis are load-bearing properties and material, as well as
cross section details for linear elements. The majority of terms used to define the semantic
information originate from the IFC 2x3 schema.

Terms defining building element types are: IfcColumn, IfcWall, IfcSlab, IfcBeam and
IfcOpeningElement. Element types in a structural model are IfcStructuralCurveMember or
IfcStructuralSurfaceMember and StructuralSurfaceMemberOpening.

The element ID originates from IFC JSON, except that the prefix ‘#’ is removed since it
is not supported in MongoDB. The ID remains the same in the structural collection after
the interpretation.

Load-bearing properties of building elements are MongoDB boolean values. Only the
elements which are not “load-bearing: false” are relevant for structural models.

Cross sections for linear elements are defined based on their profile description in the
IFC geometrical definition and the corresponding parameter. The cross-section property is
a JSON object consisting of a type description and optionally a parameters array.

Materials are defined with a name string, which does not follow any particular stan-
dard. SAF project standardizes the format for exchange between various structural analysis
software [43], and defines materials: “concrete”, “steel”, “timber”, “aluminium”, “ma-
sonry” and “other”. The architectural model defines the materials mainly for visualization
purposes, the structural models and software tools provide more detailed material de-
scription with the structural performance properties. Structural materials are assigned
by referencing a commonly used material type, for instance “C30/37” for each material
named “concrete” in the architectural model.

• Geometric information

OC was used for geometry definitions to enable significant editing and complex
interpretation processes. Each building element has its geometry defined in the form
{class: parameters array and methods: parameters array}. In such a way, geometries can be
automatically retrieved with the help of recursive methods. A similar approach with OC
and linked data is developed within SCOPE project [44]. If the geometry definitions are
valid, they result in OC topological shapes. The geometries exported after the interpretation
are performed are also defined with the OC kernel, in the same form as the geometries of
elements in the central architectural representation.

4.2.2. Interpretation

Prior to implementation of interpretation, implicit structural engineering knowledge
has to be documented according to specific project requirements and building element
typologies, in order to be codified. The documented knowledge results in algorithms which
relate the two domain-specific models and are suitable for coding and automation.

To implement the interpretations, we created the redDim (reduce Dimensionality)
program, using the C# programing language. redDim provides multiple functionalities to
read the architectural model, edit it and write a new structural model. redDim is able to read
the existing geometrical and non-geometrical information, filter the load-bearing building
elements, interpret semantic information, perform multiple methods for interpretation of
geometric information, assign additional material properties for the structural model and
finally export the structural model to the MongoDB structural collection.

The greatest advantage of redDim is the interpretation of geometrical information
on the central storage, since the interpretations are the greatest challenge in conversion
from architectural to structural analysis models. The interpretations take place with the
OC geometry definitions with the help of OC methods. The resulting model is an open
structural analysis model, which can be imported by mapping the information to the
structural analysis software tool. In that way, the geometry interpretations are not anymore
part of the problematic software import.
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4.2.3. Automation

Automation part allows coupling of proprietary software with the central storage. As
mentioned, IFC building models are used in the system architecture. Programs IFCtoJSON,
strucToRISE, redDim and RFEMimporter are developed to support the framework (Figure 4).
An IFC model is reformatted to a JSON format with a software tool IFCtoJSON, and placed
on MongoDB as “ifc_json” collection. strucToRISE extracts and restructures “ifc_json”
information, and creates a central architectural open model. IFC geometry is mapped to
OC geometry with strucToRISE by using similar classes and preserving parametric element
representation (e.g., extrusions, see Figure 13). IFC models contain less information than the
native building models—in the case that the IFC export does not suffice, a direct connection
with the native model is needed. The architectural model is used for the interpretations
and creation of a structural central model. The structural central model can be mapped to
any software tool that provides an API. For test purposes and to achieve a full exchange,
the resulting structural model was transferred to Dlubal RFEM structural analysis program
using a program RFEMimporter, with the help of an RFEM API.
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IFCtoJSON, strucToRISE and RFEMimporter will be described in the follow-up.

• IFCtoJSON

In order to use the IFC file on the MongoDB, it is reformatted to the JSON syntax
with a self-made converter [45]. All IFC entities and properties are reformatted using the
IFC 2x3 schema. In such a way, “key: value” combinations are defined with JSON syntax.
A result of the conversion is a JSON file that can be placed on the MongDB. This Mongo
collection, named “ifc_json”, is a starting point of the novel data exchange.

• strucToRISE

From the “ifc_json” collection a central open architectural model is created. Geometry
defined in IFC is converted to OC classes and non-geometrical building element properties
are restructured (ID, building element type, load-bearing property, cross section and
material). The building elements are filtered from “ifc_json” based on the element type.

Load-bearing properties are defined with IfcRelDefinesByProperties; load bearing
property is a boolean value defined with an IfcPropertySingleValue. Material is related to
the building element with IfcRelAssociatesMaterial; the material is defined as IfcMaterial,
IfcMaterialLayerSetUsage or IfcMaterialLayerSet, depending on whether it is a single or
multi-layered building element, and if it occurs multiple times in the model. Material
names originate from the native software tool Revit and do not follow any standardized
terminology. Material naming on central storage follow the naming of SAF (2020) recom-
mendation. However, the conventions for the material terminology are needed so they
would not cause interoperability problems.
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All the geometries were separately treated and converted to OC classes. Propri-
etary software that converts STEP to OC exists; however, in this work it was not closely
investigated.

• RFEMimporter

The RFEM Dlubal API is called RF-COM. IFC classes StructuralCurveMember, Strucu-
tralSurfaceMember and StrucutralSurfaceMemberOpening are defined in RFEM as member,
surface and opening elements respectively. Geometric information is transferred to RFEM
without any complex interpretation, primarily by reassigning the existing information be-
tween OC and internal RFEM kernels. RFEM internally describes cross sections as a single
string, e.g., “RECTANGLE 100/200”, which was created based on the existing cross-section
information. Materials are also defined as a single string. For instance, all concrete elements
are defined as “C30/37” or in RFEM terminology “NameID|C30/37@TypeID|CONCRETE
@NormID|EN 1992-1-1”. If a material does not exist in the standard RFEM library it needs
to be defined manually. The element ID is kept in RFEM as a comment which can be
assigned with the RFEM API.

Figure 5 depicts an exemplary building element through different steps in the data
exchange process. Table 3 lists the created software tools with their specific performing
tasks used to realize the proposed framework:
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Table 3. Summary of developed applications.

Name Task

IFCtoJSON Refactors IFC files and IFC schema to JSON format

strucToRISE Filters and restructures building elements and uses only necessary attributes
mainly with IFC terminology, converts IFC geometry definitions to OC

redDim Core program that performs non-proprietary interpretations between
architectural design and structural analysis models

RFEMimporter
Maps the centrally stored structural analysis model to Dlubal RFEM,

converts OC geometry and non-geometrical properties to
software-specific objects

5. Proof of Concept: Data Exchange Implementation

The following section presents implementation of the novel data exchange framework.
The proof of concept builds on the system architecture as presented in Figure 4 to entirely
automate the interpretation of the prototype building model (PM). IFCtoJSON reformats
all IFC files, independent of the building model. However, the other three programs: struct-
ToRISE, redDim and RFEMimporter are developed with the PM. The complete workflow
implemented with the PM, from its IFC representation, original and interpreted model in
redDim and finally resulting import in RFEM Dlubal, is presented in Figure 6.

5.1. Methodology

The PM is a model of the iconic Villa Savoye by Le Corbusier (Table 4). It represents the
modernist work of architecture, where concrete columns define the main support system
with concrete slabs. Additionally, basement walls and staircase walls on the roof terrace
are part of the structural system. This building is chosen primarily as its structural system
is commonly used in practice, and involves both load-bearing columns and walls; it also
consists of a rich set of standard geometrical forms, mainly polygons extruded in different
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directions with straight and curved segments, defining multiple building element types.
Some geometries such as columns with square cross sections and rectangular walls are
already addressed in the literature (Table 1), but a suitable geometry-specific algorithm for
performing interpretations has not been found.
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Table 4. Screenshots of PM architectural models.
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5.2. Classification

strucToRISE creates the central open architectural model from the “ifc_json” collection,
which follows the previously described classification. The PM architectural collection
consists of 421 building elements: walls, openings, columns and slabs, all having properties:
element type, ID, material and geometry, and only the linear elements cross-section. The
load-bearing property is not defined in 26% of building elements, while 27% of the rest have
value “true”. Materials of load-bearing elements are “concrete” and “masonry”, whereas
building materials of non-load bearing elements are not focus of this work. All geometries
are defined with OC definitions, and the resulting shapes are automatically created. These
properties within the architectural model suffice for data exchange purposes.

The structural model consists of 125 building elements: StructuralCurveMembers,
StructuralSurfaceMembers and StructuralSurfaceMemberOpenings, with the correspond-
ing properties. This data is mapped and rendered as structural model in RFEM Dlubal.

5.3. Interpretations

Before the implementation of interpretations, necessary implicit knowledge needs
to be documented in such a way that it can be codified, computationally readable and
automated. The interpretation algorithms originating from implicit knowledge depend
on project properties and building elements. Hereby proposed algorithms will be verified
with additional models in order to evaluate their standardization potential.

5.3.1. Documentation of Implicit Knowledge

The geometry interpretation methods for the data exchange from the physical into
an analytical model, developed and applied within the framework, include linearization,
planarization, reconnecting elements and perimeter adjustment. The methods are based
on the previous literature review (e.g., [20,22]), and were chosen in order to support
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specific geometries present in the PM, such as columns with round and rectangular cross
section, straight and curved one-layered walls with uniform thickness, horizontal and
tilted uniform-thickness slabs and single foundations.

• Linearization

Linear elements in the PM are columns with round and square cross sections. They
are represented as OC topological shapes cylinders and boxes. A single algorithm converts
the shapes to edges, consisting of several steps (Figure 7): (i) top and bottom faces are
identified by analyzing and comparing all the faces constituting the shape; in the case of
non-vertical linear elements (such as beams) two parallel faces with the smallest area can
be identified; (ii) vertices defining the centers of mass of the faces is found; and (iii) an edge
is created between the vertices representing the linear element.
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• Planarization

Planar elements in PM are walls and slabs (including flat roof), both represented as
topological shapes of OC, some containing openings. The planarization method involved
(Figure 8): (i) largest face of the shape is located; (ii) the element thickness is found by
analyzing distances from the central face vertex to its projection on the neighboring surfaces;
and (iii) the largest face is offset for half of the thickness to the inner part of the topological
element. The result is a planar element axis as the OC face. Analytical representation of
openings is an intersection between the physical opening geometry and planarized host
element, so it would be coplanar with the host element surface.
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• Reconnecting Elements

Physical building elements are investigated for their neighboring elements. Based
on the results, the analytical elements are reconnected. Reconnect elements consists of
(Figure 9): (i) finding neighboring elements in the physical model by checking the minimum
distance between elements, and considering the element type (e.g., columns cannot be
reconnected to other columns or walls, but can to slabs) and inclination (tilted slabs);
(ii) addressing each element and their neighbors in analytical representation; depending on
whether an element is linear or planar: (iii)(a) linear elements or edges in OC are extended
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until the intersection point with the neighboring planar element; (iii)(b) the planar elements
are extended or trimmed: the closest edges are projected, adjacent edges extended or
trimmed and the remaining edges unchanged. Vertical planar elements are connected both
to horizontal and vertical neighboring planar elements. Openings are reconnected to the
neighboring elements, and the complex geometry of hosts with openings is updated.
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• Perimeter Adjustment

The information about the neighboring building elements is used in order to adjust
the perimeter of horizontal planar elements. The edges of horizontal planar elements
are adjusted to the building elements supporting them. The elements near the perimeter
edges are identified, and linear vertical elements connected to the two closest vertical load-
bearing elements on the same side of the slab and in the same neighbor list to create load-
bearing fronts. These fronts determine if the slab edge should be adjusted to the underlying
columns. For perimeter adjustment the following steps are applied (Figure 10): (i) vertical
elements close to the perimeter in the analytical model are found; (ii) “load-bearing fronts”
are created from the vertical linear elements; (iii) planar vertical elements and “fronts”
are projected on the horizontal planar element; (iv) depending on the distance between
intersection and the edge of the slab, and the tolerance, some neighbors are eliminated;
parallelism of the edges and the projections is checked; and (iv) the face is extended or
trimmed to the edges which fulfill the conditions from (iii).
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5.3.2. redDim

redDim program is developed for the PM of Villa Savoye with all necessary interpre-
tation methods. The architectural model available on MongoDB is read with MongoDB
API and NET framework. OC libraries are required to create and edit OC classes. redDim
provides the method “original” showing the original geometry found in the architectural
model. This geometry includes all elements, irrelevant of their load-bearing properties.
Since strucToRISE and redDim were created for PM, validation was not required. redDim is
able to read the complete model geometry (Table 4b). The method “filtered” renders all
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elements which do not have the load-bearing property “false” (Table 5a). This model is the
working model for the geometry interpretations. Semantic interpretations take place on
the go with geometric interpretations. The interpretations follow the implicit knowledge:
linearization, planarization, reconnecting elements and perimeter adjustment.

Table 5. Results of redDim methods.
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Slabs and openings belonging to slabs are treated with perimeter adjustment method, 

using already defined lists with neighbors (Figure 12). Only the neighbors close to the 
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(a) Filtering result (b) Linearization result (c) Planarization result

Linearization affects the columns (Table 5b). Two smallest faces of the topological
shape are found with ShapeExplorer and tested for parallelism. Centers of mass for both
faces are determined with BRepGProp surface properties method, resulting with two points.
The edge is created with the two points, describing a linear building element. The element
type is redefined as a structural curved member.

Planarization reduces dimensionality of slabs and walls (Table 5c). The openings,
both in slabs and walls, are planarized separately. The largest face of each slab and wall
is found with ShapeExplorer and BRepGProp. The parallel face is found by comparing
normal directions of underlying surfaces. The central point of largest face is projected
to the parallel face and the distance between the points is found, defining the thickness
of the building element. The largest face is offset for half of element thickness, creating
the structural representation of the building element. Planar elements, such as walls and
slabs, change their building element type to structural surface member in the structural
representation. Since openings are dependent on their host elements, they are planarized
by finding an intersection of the planarized host element representation and physical
geometry of an opening.

Linearization and planarization reduce dimensionality of all load-bearing elements.
Elements are reconnected in their structural representation with reconnect elements and
perimeter adjustment. redDim tests all elements for the distance in the physical model,
and each element is assigned a neighbor list. Each building element is connected to their
neighboring elements: columns are extended to the slabs by redefining edges in their
structural representation with an intersection point and a more distant edge point; Walls
are extended to each other and to the slabs by identifying the edge closest to the neighbor
and its adjacent edges, finding the intersection line between two planar surfaces, defined
by the wall and the neighbor, identifying the intersection points of curves of adjacent edges
and neighboring surface, using these points to define an edge on the intersection line, and
extending or trimming adjacent edges (similar to linear elements). This method is used to
extend walls, openings belonging to the walls and ramps. Horizontal slabs are interpreted
with the adjust perimeter method (Figure 11).
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Slabs and openings belonging to slabs are treated with perimeter adjustment method,
using already defined lists with neighbors (Figure 12). Only the neighbors close to the
perimeter, which is a wire of a face defining the structural representation, are filtered. Each
column in the list of neighbors is connected to the two closest elements in the same list,
which are on the same side of the slab, creating “load-bearing fronts”. These columns are
hereafter considered as planar “load-bearing fronts” and not as linear elements. Intersection
lines between the slab and the planar neighbor are analyzed. Slab edges are adjusted to the
ones satisfying the closeness and parallelism conditions. Elements with curved edge had
to be specially treated. If an edge neighbors a curved edge, a curved edge is not extended.
The curved edge is defined on the intersection line between the two surfaces; its end points
are designated as an intersection of a line passing through the center point of the arc and
the original end point intersection with the neighboring surface. The adjacent edges are
adjusted to these intersection points.
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Figure 12. Before and after perimeter adjustment.

Last method in redDim exports the structural model. Exported are OC classes and
methods defining the geometry, and additional parameters such as ID of building element,
entity type, thickness calculated within redDim and profile cross section for linear elements
from the architectural model. All load-bearing elements in their structural representation
are available in a new collection on MongoDB.

5.4. Automation: StructToRISE and RFEM Importer

The central database contains architectural design and structural analysis models,
which are related to the external domain-specific models. IFC in JSON format is used
as the external architectural model, and RFEM Dlubal contains the external structural
analysis model. structToRISE accesses the IFC model and defines the “ifc_json” collection
to central architectural collection, creating 421 building elements from 20046 entities in the
“ifc_json” collection. For each building element its reference number or ID and its entity
type is transferred to the MongoDB. Geometries existing in the original model such as
IfcMappedItem, IfcExtrudedAreaSolid, IfcBooleanClippingResult, IfcFacetedBrep, IfcHalf-
SpaceSolid and IfcPolygonalBoundedHalfSpace are identified by “body” representations of
building elements. These geometries are redefined as OC classes. RFEMimporter maps the
central structural building model to RFEM internal model with all the necessary properties,
merely by mapping the geometries and properties to the RFEM internal classes. Converting
OC to RFEM classes is a simple procedure compared to geometry interpretations. As an
example, Figure 13 shows extruded area solid in its IFC and OC representations, where the
focus is on geometry information.
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6. Verification

An additional aim of this work is to test the applicability of the demonstrated approach
to external models (created by various modelers). Since the application is still conceptual
and a work in progress, debugging was not considered as model-related change (e.g., error
handling was done on the go), but rather new and changed interpretation methods which
were required for the new models.

6.1. Methodology

The interpretations defined with the PM are tested on additional two building models.
Two new exports of IFC models from Revit are created and used in the novel framework—
Verification Building Model 1 (VM1) and Verification Building Model 2 (VM2) (curtesy
of STRABAG AG). Native Revit models originate from a different planner or planners,
where a company specific workflow and standards were implemented. The models, as
real use cases, are provided by a structural engineering company and display a similar
structural system as in the PM. “ifc_json” models are imported to MongoDB. strucToRISE
supported all geometries for creating the architectural model. redDim is adapted to the
new building elements and geometries (Section 6.2). RFEMimporter created for the PM was
sufficient for the proper import of the new models. The methods defined for the PM were
tested on complete automation of the building model interpretations. The methodology
primarily involved software testing and visual checks of the resulting model. The imported
structural models in RFEM Dlubal are, the same as PM, verified by authors and the external
structural engineer.

VM1 is a three-story building with concrete load-bearing walls. VM2 is a five-story
building with an underground garage and structural system as a combination of load-
bearing walls and columns. IFC models and the corresponding OC representations of
verification models are shown in Table 6.

The verification models extend implicit knowledge documented for the PM, and the
previously described methods are updated.
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Table 6. Screenshots of VM1 and VM2 architectural models.
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redDim behaved unexpectedly and it was adjusted to the new interpretations. With the 
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Differences in VM1 compared to the PM were identified as follows: 

 Continuing walls  

The intersections of parallel walls with the same thickness do not exist (Table 8a). 

However, parallel walls were present in the lists with neighbors and since it is a standard 

modelling approach redDim required an extension—the neighbors are tested for their par-

allelism and divided into two groups. Linear elements are parallel if their main directions 

are same, and planar if their normals to the face are parallel. Linear and planar neighbors 

are considered parallel if the direction of linear element is orthogonal to the normal of the 

planar face. 
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6.2. Results

The interpretations defined with the prototype building covered more than 80% of
building elements of the VM1. The VM2 had only a few additional adjustments, after
the changes for the VM1 were implemented. VM1 has 84 architectural and 83 structural,
while VM2 has 613 architectural and 366 structural building elements. Results show a great
potential in standardizing the majority of interpretations for the most common geometries
and building elements.

6.2.1. Verification Model 1 (VM1)

The geometry of the VM1 was supported entirely by strucToRISE and RFEMimporter.
redDim behaved unexpectedly and it was adjusted to the new interpretations. With the
adjustments it was able to automatically create a structural model (Table 7a), which could
be imported to RFEM Dlubal with RFEMimporter (Table 7b).
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Differences in VM1 compared to the PM were identified as follows:

• Continuing walls

The intersections of parallel walls with the same thickness do not exist (Table 8a).
However, parallel walls were present in the lists with neighbors and since it is a standard
modelling approach redDim required an extension—the neighbors are tested for their paral-
lelism and divided into two groups. Linear elements are parallel if their main directions
are same, and planar if their normals to the face are parallel. Linear and planar neighbors
are considered parallel if the direction of linear element is orthogonal to the normal of the
planar face.
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Table 8. Building elements which required additional methods in VM1.
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(a) Continuing walls (b) Continuing slabs

• Aligning continuing slabs with varying thickness

Neighboring building elements with varying thicknesses were not part of PM. The
staircase slab is a neighboring standard floor slab, and their thicknesses are 20 and 25
cm respectively (Table 8b). The slabs have their bottom faces aligned, however, after
planarization; the resulting faces display a 2.5 cm distance between each other. Parallel
neighbors which are not in the same plane after the planarization need to be aligned. Thus,
as an addition to the reconnecting elements method, in fact, as its first step, an alignment
of neighboring structural faces is performed. The smaller face, area-wise, is moved to
be coplanar with the larger one. An additional connectivity problem was found due to
the varying slab thicknesses: the underlying wall is modelled as a single element, and
connected only to one of the two slabs. If the alignment is performed as the first step, this
problem is avoided. The eccentricity of the slab was added as additional information based
on the distance between the original and final position.

• Aligning beam to slab

In the PM there were no beams; however, in the VM1 beams supporting slabs were
present (Table 9a). When the beam is linearized, it loses its connection to the slab in its
structural representation. The beam is aligned to the slab from the neighbor list. The
distance between the beam and the slab is added as the eccentricity of the beam, when the
beam is translated to the face which represents the structural representation of slab.

Table 9. Building elements which required additional methods in VM1.
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(a) Beam supporting slab (b) Column supporting beam (c) Beam neighboring beam

• Extending column to beam

In the VM1, a column-supporting a beam exists (Table 9b). The column is reconnected
to the beam after the beam is aligned with the slab. For checking the extension distance,
beam eccentricity is considered, since the beams have previously been aligned with the
slab.
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• Extending beam to beam

Since there were no beams in the PM, there were also no connections between two
beams. In VM1, two beams supporting the same slab are neighboring each other (Table 9c).
Both beams are aligned to the face of the corresponding slab in its structural representation,
which made them coplanar. Because of that there was no problem in finding the beam
intersection.

6.2.2. Verification Model 2 (VM2)

Changes in redDim to completely automate the interpretation of the physical into analyti-
cal model involved addressing the issues of linearization of beams with non-parallel smallest
faces and walls with multiple connectivity options. After the changes in redDim, a structural
model could be successfully created (Table 10a) and imported to RFEM (Table 10b).

Table 10. Screenshots of VM2 structural model.
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VM2 building was addressing additionally the issues of:

• Linearization of beams with non-parallel smallest faces

Linearization was finding two smallest faces of a shape to create the linear element
representation. The method additionally involved checking if the faces were parallel to
each other. This approach did not work for beams found in VM2 since there were beams
that were not orthogonally connected to each other and therefore their smallest faces were
not parallel (Table 11a). Parallelism was excluded as a condition for linearization and the
method worked properly for the PM and VM1 without it.

Table 11. Building elements which required additional methods in VM2.
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(a) Beams with non-parallel smallest faces (b) Walls with multiple connectivity options

• Reconnecting walls with multiple connectivity options

In the VM2, some walls had multiple neighbors that were satisfying the connectivity
relations from the previous two models (Table 11b). Due to this, a wall was not trimmed
to the correct neighbor, whereby it lost connection to the neighbor closest to the edge.
Therefore, an additional condition was added, which checks if the cut-off or extended
part is within the tolerance range. The tolerance is defined as the area calculated with the
intersection and thickness of the neighbor, with the consideration of the angle between the
elements. This approach eliminated the wrong connections and worked with the previous
models as well.
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7. Discussion

The research question of “how to define and realize open interpretations for the transfer of
architectural design to structural analysis building models?” is answered by implementing a
novel data exchange framework, demonstrating it with a prototype building and verifying
it with two additional building models. Thereby, a complete development of a new data
exchange approach—from the novel framework implementation, to proof of concept
and verification—was presented. The new approach shows potential in overcoming
misinterpretations that are the state of the art in data exchange practices. The focus of the
paper is set on the open geometrical interpretations which can be understood, edited and
expanded to satisfy heterogeneous workflows, and currently pose a main challenge for a
seamless data exchange.

Four interpretation methods were initially proposed based on the geometrical ele-
ments of the PM. The four methods cover some common building elements and relatively
simple but commonly present geometries such as columns with constant cross-sections
and walls and slabs with constant thickness. The interpretations take place during the
conversion of a physical model to an analytical model. They have not been standardized
nor documented for the existing workflows, which causes inconsistencies in the data ex-
change practices between the architectural design and structural analysis domains. The
interpretation methods are implemented with a novel framework, which is described in
the previous work [9].

After the verification of the implemented exchange with two additional external
building models, VM1 and VM2, a great similarity is found between the interpretations.
More than 80% of both verification models were successfully interpreted with the methods
defined for the PM. After the automated exchange is achieved for all three building models,
the geometrical interpretations can be summarized in two method groups: reducing di-
mensionality and reconnecting elements. In the PM, reconnecting elements and perimeter
adjustment were recognized as separate methods, while in the verification models, align-
ment of building elements was also required. All three methods, reconnecting elements,
perimeter adjustment and alignment, are actually different approaches for reconnecting
elements. Which method is to be applied depends on the neighbors and their position
compared to the element to be extended or trimmed. Further analysis can be performed
and additional verification models tested to obtain more detailed results. However, the
approach until now has shown significant potential for the interpretation automation.

The overview of the interpretations and final summary is presented in Figure 14. The
required interpretations can be categorized into two groups: dimensionality reduction
and reconnection of elements. Dimensionality reduction is defined with linearization
and planarization. We also previously recognized the need for punctualization (marked
with *), where 3D elements are represented as points; however, this method was not
present in the tested models. On the other hand connections between the elements need
to be reestablished. In the analyzed models, three reconnection methods were identified:
aligning parallel building elements, simple reconnection of elements with low number of
neighboring elements and complex reconnection (or in PM perimeter adjustment) where
each edge of the building element is tested individually. This overview gives the final
proposal for the geometrical interpretations between physical and analytical models. As the
main motivation is to realize the non-proprietary interpretations, the methods allow editing
and extending if other workflows or geometries require changes. However, based on the
verification results, the proposed methods cover most building elements and geometries
found in building models.

The main advantage of the novel framework is that it moves the procedural steps
for interpretation from single software tools (either architectural design or structural
analysis) to the central database. Interpretation methods are facilitated with the open source
geometry kernel on the central database. Therefore, the end users (or coordination/BIM
managers) have insight into the methods taking place, understand the model behavior and
can adjust it to their workflows if needed. This is currently in practice mostly impossible
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since the import or export procedures work as “black-boxes” defined in the proprietary
software tools.
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The innovative aspects of this research lie primarily in the documentation and cod-
ifying of intuitive interpretation rules based on implicit expert knowledge, making it
explicit, thus enabling editing, expanding and automation via other software tools or
geometry kernels. Additionally, the implementation of the interpretations in the novel
open exchange framework making them comprehensible to end users represents further
innovative contribution.

All building elements in the use-case building have been successfully interpreted,
through application of methods for dimensionality reduction and reconnecting elements.
Some interpretations were more elaborate to automate than the others, partly because of
the complexity of the traditional intuitive interpretation process and partly because of
the technical reasons such as geometry kernel suitability and predefined methods in the
kernel. The level of difficulty depended on several factors: (a) difficulty of translating IFC
to OC geometry; (b) understanding the traditional implicit interpretation process; and
(c) difficulty in bridging the gap between the traditional implicit knowledge and explicit
method.

8. Conclusions

This paper aims to bridge a knowledge gap through documenting and codifying
the implicit interpretations of architectural design models for structural analysis models.
This knowledge is found to be a requirement in overcoming the data exchange difficulties
between architectural design and structural analysis building models.

Methods required to perform geometrical interpretation are dimensionality reduction
and reconnecting elements. Although the described geometrical interpretations represent
only a small part of numerous possibilities and undocumented knowledge taking place
during the information exchange between physical and analytical models, the geometries
present in the PM, namely vertical columns with a constant cross section and walls and
slabs with constant thickness, can often be found in building models. After the approach
was verified with two additional building models, where new elements such as beams and
different spatial relations between the building elements were introduced, interpretations
methods defined with PM were not able to cover only several building elements. Hence,
it is possible to predefine the majority of geometrical interoperations in such a way. The
openness of the proposed methods distinguishes the framework from proprietary solutions
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and allows for changes which might be required for various practices. Automating the
interpretations might significantly simplify the data exchange process by avoiding the most
common and repetitive tasks, leaving a small portion of building elements, geometries and
interpretations to structural engineers to manually deal with.

One of the limitations of the current implementation is the lack of interventions on
single building elements. The model interpretations are completely automated, which
could pose a problem for other practices and building models. Structural engineers need
more control over the interpretation process. The methods defined in this research are
limited to the use case models. For wider practical implementation it is necessary to extend
them with additional ones and to cover more geometries. The interpretations are based
on the IFC building models that depend on the export performance of native software
tools and their IFC interface, which are different from the building models in their native
software. Therefore, this step could be replaced with the direct connection of the software
tool to the central database.

Next steps will include the optimization of the system architecture together with the
application of interpretation steps in order to get the direct open exchange model from
Revit. The framework, after being enhanced with additional methods, will be tested on
the models from design offices. In that way the scalability of the current approach will be
tested. The usefulness and usability of the novel software can be tested only after a user-
friendly interface is provided, which is also one of the future steps, where the engineers can
tackle a single element and gain better control over the interpretations. Structural analysis
feedback is not part of the investigated data exchange, since additional structural analysis
information is required. Reaching automated structural feedback after the data exchange is
investigated in [46] and will be extended with the future investigations. Additionally, a
bidirectional exchange will be tested, including data transfer from the analytical to physical
model.
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